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Commentary

Jonathan McConathy*

This case illustrates a false-positive PET study with the radio-
labeled somatostatin receptor (SSR) ligand, 68Ga-
DOTATOC,presumablyduetophysiological tracerbinding
to SSRs in the uncinate process of the pancreas. Radiophar-
maceuticals that target SSRs are used clinically for the detec-
tion, staging, and treatment of neuroendocrine tumors, in-
cluding carcinoid tumors, gastroenteropancreatic tumors,
and pheochromocytomas/paragangliomas. The octreotide
analog 111In-pentetreotide has been used for 2 decades for
planar and SPECT imaging of SSR-positive tumors. More
recently, other analogs, including 68Ga-DOTATOC, have
been developed for PET imaging for this indication. There
are several important points to consider from an imaging
perspective:

1. Clinical parameters can influence image interpre-
tation, especially for a subtle or equivocal finding.
Many imaging specialists would be more likely to
bring attention to subtle areas of increased tracer
uptake when there is clinical and/or laboratory
evidence of a neuroendocrine tumor, as in this
case.

2. SSR imaging combined with anatomic and morphologic
imaging with CT and/or MRI often improves overall diag-
nostic accuracy. In some cases, SSR imaging may demon-
strate pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors not seen prospec-
tively or poorly visualized by CT alone (1); however, the lack
of CT or MRI results that correlated with the relatively large
3.3-cm “lesion” in the 68Ga-DOTATOC PET evaluation in
this case was discordant and warranted a less aggressive
approach.
3. The higher spatial resolution of PET and differences in
affinities for SSR subtypes likely contribute to better visu-
alization of both physiological and pathologic SSR expres-
sion with 68Ga-DOTATOC compared with 111In-
pentetreotide. A recent publication demonstrated higher
uptake of 68Ga-DOTATOC in the uncinate process of the
pancreas than in the remainder of the pancreas, a finding
that corresponds to higher tissue concentrations of SSR
type 2 mRNA (2). Both referring and imaging physicians
should be aware of this potential source of false positives
in SSR imaging with 68Ga-DOTATOC and other newer
agents.
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Commentary

David E. Bruns*

The authors faced a very challenging patient, whose
imaging and laboratory results suggested the presence
of an ACTH-secreting tumor. Several laboratory find-
ings could have been erroneously attributed to 2 phe-
nomena, “big ACTH” and complexes of ACTH with
immunoglobulin, that occur in patients with ACTH-
secreting tumors and affect measurement of ACTH.

In the normal pituitary, ACTH is made by proteo-
lytic processing of the precursor molecule proopiomel-
anocortin. When processing is faulty, as occurs in some
cases of ectopic production of ACTH by tumors, a big
form of ACTH is formed. This form is often inactive,
and thus the presence of inactive, tumor-associated
ACTH could easily have been postulated to explain the
discrepancy between the high ACTH result and the
normal electrolyte results and normal skin pigmenta-
tion seen in this patient. Moreover, “big ACTH” is
measured by some assays (notably RIAs) and not by
others (1 ). This latter fact, too, could have been
wrongly used to explain the discrepant results of the 2
assays in this case, further leading the diagnostician to-
ward an erroneous conclusion.

ACTH–immunoglobulin complexes occur in pa-
tients with malignancies. In one study, such complexes
led to increased circulating concentrations of ACTH, as
measured by RIA, in 4 of 7 patients with small-cell car-
cinoma of the lung (2 ). Only 1 patient had evidence of
ACTH excess (Cushing syndrome). Thus, ACTH–
immunoglobulin complexes offer another explanation

for the discrepant clinical and laboratory findings in
the patient and would have reinforced the conclusion
that the patient had an ACTH-secreting tumor. More-
over, the stability of the immunoreactive ACTH could
have been attributed to formation of the immune com-
plexes, which often stabilize the structure of the com-
plexed antigen.

The authors are to be congratulated for carrying
out the extensive testing that was required to document
the presence of the heterophile antibodies that ex-
plained the findings in this patient.
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